
When	  we talk about patient engagement and	  shared	  decision-‐making there are a number
of different problems that evolve. 
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First, patients often do not have information they need to make decisions, nor are they involved in 
the	  decisions as much	  as they would	  like to be.	  My colleague, Brian	  Zikman-‐Fisher, and	  I conducted	  
a study and	  many colleagues, as you	  can	  see from their author list, of the random-‐digit-‐dial study
across the U.S.	  We had	  a pretty good	  national sample.	  And	  what we tried	  to do is ask them how
much	  they knew about nine different health	  conditions. For example, “Have you	  ever experienced	  
this health condition?” And if they said “Yes, in the last 2 years,” then we asked them	  about their
decision-‐making experience. What we found, again	   and	  again, across these nine different 
conditions, is that they often	  didn’t have the information	  that they needed	   to really make a truly
informed decision. They often said that they were given the pros of treatment, but not the cons of
treatment and	  that they weren’t involved in the decision as much as they would’ve liked to have
been.	   Additionally, in	  work that I’ve done, people will say, for example, with	  breast cancer, that the
most important thing for them is that they reduce their likelihood	  of reoccurrence. So we asked	  
them	  what was most important, and then we asked them howmuch they knew about it and there
was very little relationship between their knowledge about the reoccurrence rate or survival rates
across treatments and	  their knowledge and	  sometimes even	  their preferences for the treatment 
that they chose.	  But their treatment choices often are not reflected by what they say is the most 
important factor to them. So, for example, in prostate cancer, somebody might say, “The most 
important thing for me is not to become impotent,” and then he chooses a treatment that had the
greatest likelihood	  of becoming impotent.	  So you	  see that there is a disconnect there.	  Dominique
Frosch and	  his colleagues have found	  that patients are often	  hesitant to disagree with	  their 
physicians.	  One of the reasons is because they don’t want to be labeled	   as a difficult patient.	  And	  so 
if you come in with prostate cancer and your doctor immediately gives you a recommendation, “I 
really think that surgery is the right answer for you,” it is really hard for you	  to say, “well, you	  know, 
actually was thinking about radiation,” or “actually, don’t really want treatment.	  I want to do
active surveillance,” because you	  don’t want to be labeled	  in	  that first encounter as a difficult 
patient.	  
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One of the questions that I think is really important, especially in	  these preference-‐
sensitive decisions where the treatment options might not differ significantly in survival 
outcomes, but	  they might	  differ in terms of risks or side effects that	  come from that, is that	  
we often have, probably not as often as we would like, a lot of good clinical	  evidence about
the risks and benefits of treatment.	  And what	  is the most	  effective treatment	  or what	  is 
likely to have the most side effects, people may not engage in	  it. And	  there are a number of 
reasons	   for this.
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Firstly, the data might not be available to the average patient. Yeah, we can	  use PubMed, 
get the article that we want, and	  we can	  understand	   it, but a lot of patients don’t know 
where to look and a lot of times the information is written in a way that patients can’t
understand, even	   for an	  average person	   forget the people with	  lower literacy or numeracy
skills. This will	  probably comes as a shock to many, but people might not always make
decisions based	  on	  comparative effectiveness research	  data, or the risks and	  benefits of 
treatment.	  
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I think it is necessary to provide patients with	  this kind	   of information. F or example, the 
risks and	  benefits across various treatments is not sufficient. I just finished	  a study where 
we gave a whole bunch	   of people decision	  aids and	  we thought that this was going to
activate them or engage them.	  
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We tape-‐recorded	   visits between	  prostate cancer patients and	   their urologists and	  we 
came up with all these great patient codes to see what patients said and the kind of 
questions they asked. Then	  we listened	  to the tapes and	   threw away the whole coding 
scheme because there was very little talking by the patients. But even though we gave 
them all this information -‐-‐ and letme tell	  you it was low literacy, the numeracy was 
beautiful. It was the perfect decision	  aid, of course. 

Well, even	  with	  that and	  calling them a couple days before the visit and	  reminding them to
read	  and	  bring the decision	  aid	  with	  them, the patients still didn’t talk during the visits. S o
we can	  give people information, but it might not be sufficient even	   if you	   make it pretty
accessible. There is other information that might be more compelling to patients than this 
kind of data. 

So these are the things I just want to talk about today: Cognitive biases and	  heuristics can	  
influence how people interpret this information	  and	  how they make decisions. Affect and	  
emotion	  can	   influence decision-‐making as well	  as anecdotes, things they see in the media,
friends, sisters, brother, cousins, experience, et cetera; and	  then	  also physicians’ 
recommendations. 
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When	  we did	  our evaluation	  of every prostate cancer decision	  aid	  we could	   find, all of them 
are written at least at a ninth grade reading level. Most are written at twelfth grade 
reading level. And you al know in here that reading is around an eight grade reading level.
But al of us here are way above that. So that means a lot of people are waybelow an eight
grade reading level.

S o, these decision	   tools that were designed	  to help	  people, who have the lowest literacy, 
who can’t go onto Google S cholar, and	  who can’t go onto PubMed, they were written	  at a
level that people wouldn’t even	  be able to read	  and	  use the information. 
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Numeracy is an issue. So much of what we’re talking about with this kind of data	  is risks 
and	  benefits. I’m going to put this in	  a context. S o how many of you	   know what is a bigger
risk: one	  percent, five	  percent or ten percent? Twenty percent of college-‐educated	   adults 
could	  not get that question	   correct. S imilarly, what is a higher risk: one out of ten, hundred, 
a thousand? About twenty-‐five percent couldn’t get this. And	  these are the college-‐
educated. These are people who have bachelor ’s degrees. And	  so you	  can	  imagine what 
the people without bachelor degrees were doing or people who hadn’t even	  graduated	  
from college or from high	  school. And	  so if we think that we can	   just give a piece of 
information	   to people and	  say, you	   know, “Here’s ten	  percent. Do as you	  will.” People 
aren’t going to necessarily understand	   that information. 
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Part of this problem is poor risk communication	   practices. Information	   is often	  presented	   in	  
ways that decrease the likelihood	   that people will understand	   the information. I want to go
through	   three examples. 
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F irst is relative versus absolute risk presentation. If I could	   tell you	   that a drug could	   reduce 
your risk of breast cancer or prostate cancer, by 50 percent, how many people would	  be
kind of excited about this? 
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Now what if I told you that drug reduces your risk from two percent to one percent? Now 
how many want to take a drug every day for 5 years to get that one percent difference? I
see a lot of changing of minds, but it is the same, exact data, right? It is framed in a
different way. And	  there have been	  study after study. 
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There is been a lot of research that has shown that this can really bias decision-‐making.
One of my favorite studies in the world gave two journal articles to oncologists. One journal 
presented	   the data about the effectiveness of chemotherapy using relative risks. Another
group	  got another article communicating absolute risk, and	  I’m sure you	  can	  all guess the 
punch line here. Oncologists who got the relative risk information were more likely to say
that they would	  prescribe this, that they thought this was effective. So this is a bias that 
goes from the lowest end	   to the highest end	  of people and	  education. People are really
biased	  by this. And	  numerous studies have shown	  that patients prefer medications when	  
the information is presented in relative versus absolutely risk conditions.
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Another thing to think about -‐-‐ this is work I did	  with	  Sarah	  Hawley and	  a number of 
colleagues -‐-‐ is how do you	  present risk information	   to patients to understand	   it? People 
have been	  arguing for years that we should	  present information	  using graphs. If you	  ask
patients, they say, “Oh, yeah, I really like pie charts.” But we know from cognitive
psychology, for example, that pie charts can not always be the most effectiveway to
communicate information. So we wanted to see how we could communicate information
best to patients to help	   them understand	   it and	   to have it not bias their decision	  making. 
We tested six different risk communication -‐-‐ six different graphs: pie graphs, bar graphs, 
pictographs, which are also sometimes called “icon arrays.”
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We looked at is people’s ability to understand the main point of the message and their
ability to understand	   the numbers. And, we found	   that pictographs were one of the best 
ways to communicate to people, because you	  see a lot of different things in	  a pictograph. 
You	  see the number of people affected, you	  see the number of people not affected. It is 
easier to count; it is easy to figure out exactly how many people were affected. Usually we
have like a legend	   that says the number; in	  the study we didn’t. B ut you	  have the number, 
20 people	   have	  this side	  effect, 10 people	  have	  this side	  effect, et cetera.
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Does the icon matter? Does it matter if the icon is an oval, a square, or a person? If it is a
real	  picture, does it matter if it is a real	  person? We tested about ten different icons and
learned	   that the bathroom figures were the most effective wayof communicating the
information. 
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IconArray.com will	  allow you to make a pictograph of any sort that you could possibly want;
It is free.	  We reeived funding from the R obert Wood	   Johnson	   F oundation	   and	  have a whole 
bunch	   of other methods for presenting complex information	  on	  a Web	  site. There are 
probably fifty different evidence-‐based	   ways of presenting visual information	  using 
different data	  visualizations. This was a really cool	  project because we used actual, real	  
artists from top magazines to help design the graphical	  tools. Some	  are	  better than others;
so, read	  when	  you	   look at them. 
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This is work by Ellen	  Peters and	  Judy about the curse of too much	   information. Sometimes 
one of the things we really want to do when we are talking to patients about really
complex information is to give them every piece of information as possible. Probably
because a lot of us who design	  these materials have a high	  need	   for information, and	  we 
think everybody else does, too. 

Ellen and Judy and their colleagues looked at people’s ability to sift through a large
amounts of information. The example was trying to help	  people figure out what was a
highest quality hospital. When	  the characteristics were randomly displayed, people with	  
lower numeracy skills couldn’t figure out what was the best hospital. When	  the data were 
were ordered	   with	  the more important things at the top	   -‐-‐ they were better at doing it, but
not as good	  as the higher numeracy individuals. So even	  when	   things were displayed	  pretty
clearly, those with lower numeracy skills still	  have difficulty figuring out what the best
quality hospital	  was, and this is a relatively easy task, much easier than picking out what
kind of treatment to get for a health condition. 
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This is from Adjuvant Online. S o if you	  have breast cancer, your doctor will often	  go to this 
Web site and give you information about the effectiveness of different treatments in
helping you stay alive over 10-‐year time period. What’s complex about this is there are 
four different options. If you are ER-‐positive, you	   will be encouraged	   to have hormone 
therapy; if you	  are ER -‐negative, there’s no way they’re going to recommend	  hormone 
therapy because it is not an	  effective treatment. S o, for patients who are ER -‐negative, if you
show just two bars. It may increase their ability to figure out how much benefit they are 
going to get from having chemotherapy. 



And	   indeed	  when	  we showed	   just two bars, we found	  was a significant increase. 



We also presented	   the data in	  a pictograph	   because we like pictographs, based	  on	  our last 
evidence.
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S o we presented	  patients the options in	  both	   in	  bar and	  pictograph	   formats and	   tested	  how 
well they understood	   the incremental benefit of chemotherapy. When	  they were presented	  
with	  all four options, their ability to understand	   how much	  chemotherapy would	  actually
benefit them in	  terms of survival, was lower than	  when	  presented	   with	  just two options, 
because they knew what to pay attention	   to. And, the pictograph	  performed	  better that 
the horizontal bar graph. 
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This study showed	  that including less information	  might be helpful in	  comprehending the 
critical	  information. The idea	  here it that there was so much information, that people didn’t
know what to focus on. When	  there was less information, they’re better able to
understand	   it. 



I just briefly want to go through	  cognitive biases. 
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What is more common: suicide or murder? The answer is, suicide. A lot of people actually
usually think murder because that’s what we hear most about.
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Availability refers to something that can be	   recalled from memory; the easier it is to recall,
the greater the perceived prevalence. The probability of recalling of really salient events is
often overestimated as are the probability of recalling rare but vivid events. But the ability
to recall remote, less memorable	  and common or ordinary events are	  often
underestimated. 
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Peter Cram and his colleagues showed huge increase in colorectal	   cancer screening after
Katie Couric got screened live on TV about 10 years ago. Another example is the
mammography screening guidelines that came out 2 or 3 years ago and people were really
upset about them, because we all have stories of friends who got diagnosed	  with	  breast
cancer at thirty of forty or because people talk about that. You see your friend going 
through	   therapy, but what you	  don’t often	  hear about are the false alarms and	   the stress 
and anxiety of going through the false alarms.
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Another bias that can	  affect individuals, including physicians, comes from anchoring and	  
adjustment. We don’t always get information at one time; it comes in over time. So, how 
do you	  adjust your probabilities and	  the likelihood	   of different outcomes. People often	  
don’t weight new information. There have been	  studies showing that when	  you	  get new 
information, especially if you’ve sought that information, you will	  put more weight on it
than	  you	  would	  have if it had	  been	  presented	   the first time. What happens is that the final 
probability estimate often is most influenced by that initial	  estimate and not by the other
information that you learned later.
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One example of this is a study where physicians’ predictions of how well somebody would	  
do in	  the ICU were very different based	  on	  if the person	   came in	  at day one or if somebody
came in at day	  three, even	   though	   they all had	   the same information	  at day three. But they
were very different predictions from the person	  who had	  had	  seen	  the information	  come in	  
a bit over time versus the person	  who just saw it come in	  at once. 
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Another idea	  is default bias, which refers to patients’ willingness to accept or reject an
option	   just because it is the default. They probably wouldn’t have done that if that wasn’t 
the default. 

Let me	  give	  you some	  examples. Organ donation is one	  of my favorite	  ones. We	  all know 
there’s an	  opt-‐in or opt-‐out.	   If it	  is opt-‐in, they have much	  higher rates of organ	  donation. 
Gretchen Chapman has done some really great work where she buried whether the default
was you	   get no treatment unless you	   indicate below what treatment you’d	   want or you	  get 
all treatments unless you	   indicate below what ones you	   don’t want. People’s preferences 
changed	  based	  on	  how the living will was designed. Another example is catheters, which	  
catheters remained in people until a doctor wrote a note to have them removed. It led to a
lot of infections. Then	   they changed	   the default. The default was after three days the 
catheter was to be removed	  unless indicated	  otherwise; and, the number of infections 
decreased	  greatly. So some of these defaults have a huge impact on	  behavior and	  what 
people’s preferences are.
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Often, especially in cognitive psychology, we really think about the pure economist way of 
thinking -‐-‐ that we’re al rational	  beings, we’re going to use risk-‐and-‐benefit analyses, and	  
we’re going to use subjective utility theory to make our decisions. We know that is not 
true. Decisions are often	   influenced	  by affect, but emotion. Behaviors are influenced	   both	  
by beliefs and	  by the feelings of risks. Both	  beliefs and	   feelings of risks may be influenced	  
by cognitive source of information, anticipated	  outcomes, subjective probabilities, and	   the 
likelihood of risk-‐and-‐benefits. The feelings of risks may also be uniquely influenced	  by
affective sources of information.

For those of you who	  have read Kahneman’s latest book, we	  have	  two different systems of 
processing information. One is a very intuitive system and the other a cognitive system;
both	  combine to help	  you	  make your decisions. One explanation	   is then	   this affect 
heuristic, which	   is the idea that patients use their feelings to infer information	  about the 
risks and	  benefits. S o when	   they’re told	   that the benefits of a test or treatment are high, 
they experience positive affect and subsequently believe that risks are low. So it is actually
the exact opposite. Usually treatments that have a lot of high success also have some
pretty significant risks as well. But this idea	  is like, “Oh, this is going to save me! This is
going to be really good. So it must be that the risks are really bad because,” Trying to
reconcile that can be really difficult.
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Emotions, especially worry and anxiety, can influence medical	  decision-‐making. There is a
great amount of work regarding the role of anxiety and worry in decision-‐making;
regressions show that they are the leading factors in	  what people chose -‐-‐ not the risks and	  
benefits, not their preferences, but their worry and	  anxiety. 

Also, there are people who really like every treatment possible and people who are really
anti-‐interventionist. We have this great measure that can kind of predict that. This can also
influence how you	   interpret this information, how much	  you	   worry about the risks and	  
benefits. 
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Physician	   recommendation	   can	  have a huge impact. 
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In	  this study of V.A. veterans at four different sites in	  the U.S ., we looked	  at what predicted	  
the treatment	  that	  the patient	  got.	  We	  surveyed patients across three	   time	  periods,
baseline, ten	  minutes before they learned	   their diagnosis, and	  a week after they learned	  
their diagnosis.
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What we found	  was that nothing predicted	   the treatment that they got – not their
preferences, their anxiety, their interest in	  sex. Nothing really predicted	   what they got 
except for their physician’s recommendation; and	   the physician’s recommendation	   was 
always really highly correlated with the Gleason score and their age. So, once you added in
the recommendation	   it didn’t matter what the patient wanted	  right before their diagnosis. 
Their values at that	  point, didn’t matter.	  Whatever their physician said, basically, was the
treatment	   that	  they got.	  A lot	  of times that	  can be really good, but	  it	  was a little concerning 
to us that	  the patient’s voice got	  lost.	  We’re still looking through that	  data – this is from 
three hundred	   taped	  conversations and	  rating what the physician	  actually recommended. 
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S o engaging patients in	  using risk-‐benefit information, comparative	  effectiveness research,
or even	   just getting introduced	   to shared	  decision-‐making requires significant facilitators.
Information needs to be easily available to patients and written at low literacy and
incorporating appropriate risk communication strategies. An information architecture
should be used to decrease the likelihood of cognitive biases. Weneed to provide
compelling reasons for patients to base their decisions on statistics rather than on more 
easily or readily accessible information. And we need to work with physicians on how to
better present the evidence or to help	  engage patients in	  shared	  decision-‐making.

In	  our audio tapes, from the prostate cancer study, the physicians did	  a phenomenal job	  
conveying the risks and benefits. Margaret Holmes-‐Rovner just published	  a paper in	  
Medical Decision	  Making looking at Braddock's informed	  decision	  model and	  found	   that 
physicians were giving information	  but they weren't asking the questions, they weren't 
doing teach-‐backs, they weren't asking for their preferences, their values and	  goals, which	  
is why we had	  no patient voices on	  those tapes. 
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There are lot of challenges from this to investigate. For example, “How do we get this 
information to patients better? “ “How do we communicate this information effectively?”
There has been	  a lot of research	  done but more is needed	   on	  some of these complex
things.	   “How do we help patients prioritize the ER over anecdotes or affect,”	  et	  cetera? 
And. “how do we make this information	  compelling and	  an	  integral part of the patient-‐
physician decision-‐making process?” 
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